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Assessing Risk in the Digital Preservation Framework
• In 2018 NARA established a Holdings Profile to document the formats in its holdings.

• A Risk and Prioritization Matrix is used to apply a series of weighted factors related to the 
preservation sustainability of a file. 

• Each factor is weighted using relative weightings that map to the level of risk for each 
question and, to the extent that it can be defined, cost. The Matrix is designed to analyze 
preservation risks:

• How much publicly available documentation is there for a format?
• What impacts NARA’s ability to process, render, and preserve that format?
• How prevalent is the format in NARA’s holdings, and what capabilities and capacity 

exist in-house to process and preserve it?

• A numeric score is generated, mapped to High, Moderate, and Low Risk. 





Preservation Action Plans in the Framework
The Plans document file format risk, and collate links to specifications and other digital 
preservation resources. The recommended preservation tools and actions for formats 
included in the Plans are based on current NARA decisions and capabilities. The Plans 
consist of two sets of documents: 

● Record Category Plans: Documentation of Significant Properties for 16 record categories (Email, 
Databases, Still Images, etc) - Appearance, Structure, Behavior, and Context. These are the 
properties that should, if possible, be retained in any format migration, and are used as metrics to 
test potential tools for the preservation migrations.

● Preservation Action Plans: A single spreadsheet containing over 650 file formats across all record 
categories, containing the specifications, resource links, format information, and preservation actions 
for the formats to ensure the Framework’s actionability and extensibility to other institutions.









Maintenance
● Updated quarterly

○ Changing risks such as format age
○ Revising available tools
○ Incorporating additional resources

● Ongoing research and conversations
○ Do our previous assumptions hold true?
○ Are we able to consistently apply risk analysis, within an acceptable margin of 

error, with our current methodology?



Using the Framework
● The NARA Digital Preservation Framework is publicly available: 

https://github.com/usnationalarchives/digital-preservation 

● All community use and adaptive re-use is welcome, as is ongoing feedback.



Thanking our Team
● We want to acknowledge the cross-division team who contribute to this work: 

○ Brett Abrams (Archivist, Electronic Records Division)
○ Criss Austin (Motion Picture Preservation Specialist, Special Media Division)
○ Dara Baker (Format Specialist, Office of Innovation)
○ Meg Guthorn (Chief, Still Pictures Division)
○ Michael Horsley (Electronic Record Format Specialist, Office of the Chief Records 

Officer)
○ Jana Leighton (Archivist, Electronic Records Division)
○ Andrea Riley (Supervisor, Operations Research and Support Team, Office of the 

Chief Records Officer)
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